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ECONOMIC ACTIVITY REMAINS SLUGGISH District unemployment, seasonally adjusted, con-
WAGE AND SALARY EMPLOYMENT FALLS FURTHER tinued at a high level, and in June it was 4.7 percent

of the labor force. This matches the 4.7 percent rate

Ninth District economic conditions continue to experienced nationwide, and compared with January’s
weaken, according to latest available data. Employ- 3.4 percent district rate, it represents a considerable
ment, seasonally adjusted, fell further in June, and softening in district labor markets over the past six
unemployment as a percentage of the labor force has months. Reflecting the district’s increase in unemploy-
risen all over the district. With the exception of the ment, initial claims for unemployment compensation
revival in home building, the construction industry re- in the district during June were more than twice as
mains depressed. Recent changes in Regulation Q, high as they were last year.
combined with the slowdown in district economic ac- All areas of the district have experienced this in-
tivity and uncertainty about the future, have stimu- crease in unemployment. In Minnesota, the unemploy-
lated a dramatic rise in time and savings deposits. ment rate, not seasonally adjusted, rose from 3.4 per-

cent last June to 5.1 percent this year. Montana’s rate
District wage and salary employment, seasonally of unemployment in June was 6.7 percent compared

adjusted, fell again in June for the fourth consecutive to 4.9 percent last year, and Upper Michigan’s climbed
month and dropped to its lowest level in the past year. from 8.0 percent to 9.9 percent. More people are out
In the second quarter, district employment fell 6.6 of work in the Dakotas this year than last, but the rise
percent at an annual rate, while in the nation it was has not been as great as in other district states. In
down 1.2 percent. The district’s recent declines can be North Dakota, the June unemployment rate was 4.4
traced to the manufacturing and construction sectors. percent compared with 3.8 percent a year ago; in
The reduction in manufacturing employment is largely South Dakota, it rose from 3.5 percent to 3.9 percent.
attributable to cutbacks in the durable goods indus-
tries. Construction employment fell because of gener- Other indicators also reflect the slowing in dis-
ally weaker conditions in this sector and the large trict economic activity. The district’s help wanted ad-
number of labor disputes. vertising index, continuing the downward trend which



it has displayed since the beginning of the year, slip- during the first half of this year were up slightly from
ped again in June. The industrial use of electrical the same period last year, but the differences were
power has remained virtually constant during the first not sufficient to cover cost increases over the period.
six months of this year compared with a 5 percent
rate of growth in 1969. Production worker manhours, Contract awards for such things as highways,
meanwhile, have trended downward for the last eight dams, and bridges during the first half of 1970 were
months. In June, the average number of hours worked down about 15 percent from the comparable period a
in manufacturing fell to 39.9 hours, which is this in- year earlier. A factor which will further depress
dicator’s lowest level in twelve years. “heavy” construction is the cutback in federal con-struction funds which will be made available to in-

Consumer spending also appears to be sluggish. dividual states during the current fiscal year.
In Minnesota, retail sales on a seasonally adjusted basis
rose slightly in May; but despite month-to-month fluc- Evidence continues to mount that the district
tuations, the general level of retail sales has changed housing downturn has been reversed. After dropping
very little since last fall. steadily throughout most of 1969 to a trough in Feb-

ruary of this year, building permit activity in the dis-
CONSTRUCTION SECTOR CONTINUES TO SLOW trict jumped in March and remained at this higher pla-teau throughout the second quarter. During the sec-EXCEPT FOR REVIVAL IN HOUSE BUILDING ond quarter, housing unit authorizations were up near-

Construction in the Ninth Federal Reserve Dis- ly 25 percent from the first quarter. Among the fac-
trict is still depressed. With the exception of some re- tors contributing to the expectation that housing will
surgence in housing construction, indications are that continue to gain strength are the recent increases in

savings flows to thrift institutions and the passage of
the Emergency Home Finance Act.

TIME AND SAVINGS DEPOSITS SOAR IN JULY
REGULATION Q CHANGE SPURS LARGE IN FLOW

The pace of time and savings deposit growth at
district member banks accelerated during July, on top
of the already rapid rateof expansion in recent months.
This speedup in July largely reflected a sharp climb in
purchases of large denomination CDs at city banks
following the partial suspension of Regulation Q inter-
est rate ceilings in the latter part of June. Prior to that
action and throughout 1970, time deposits at large
city banks had remained essentially unchanged.

Banks were quick to respond to this relaxation
of Regulation Q requirements which applies only to
certificates of deposit issued in denominations of
$100,000 or more maturing in 30 to 89 days. In the
first four weeks after the suspension went into effect

conditions will not change markedly in the next few
months.

An overall indicator of this construction slow-
down is the depressed level of employment. During
June, district construction employment, seasonally ad-
justed, was at 86,200 workers. This level was down
substantially from a year ago and was the third con-
secutive month this year that the number of people
working on construction projects failed to match that
of the comparable period last year. A part of the year-
to-year slide can be attributed to the large number of la-
bor disputes throughout the district in recent months;
even after adjusting for this factor, however, employ-
ment would still be lower than last year.

Indications are that the slowing in construction
will continue in the nonresidential building and
“heavy” construction sectors. The valuations of both
nonresidential building permits and contract awards



on June 24, total time and savings deposits at reserve
city banks increased by $85 million, 10 percent of the
amount outstanding prior to the suspension. Mean-
while, time deposits at country banks continued to
rise vigorously during July.

Demand deposits, seasonally adjusted, at district
member banks rose sharply in July, nearly offsetting
the decline posted in the preceding two-month per-
iod. The rise in July was partially due to a substantial
increase in U. S. government demand deposits stem-
ming from recent U. S. Treasury financings. As a re-
sult of the increase in both time and demand deposits,
total deposits rose sharply in July after remaining level
throughout May and June.

Outstanding loans, seasonally adjusted, at district
member banks continued to expand vigorously in July.
Repeating the pattern of recent months, the bulk of
the July expansion occurred at large city banks. Busi-
ness loans and loans to nonbank financial institutions
accounted for most of the July increase in total loans
at these large banks. Among the many factors under-
lying the strong demand for loans from these two sec-
tors is the need for funds to increase working capital
and to replace maturing commercial paper. Loans at
district country banks continued to advance at a rel-
atively weak pace in July, mainly reflecting a shortage
of loanable funds due to relatively tight liquidityposi-
tions rather than a contraction of loan demand.

LIVESTOCK PRICES REMAIN RELATIVELY HIGH;
BEEFCONSUMPTIONCONTINUESTO INCREASE

Average livestock prices at country buying points
in the Ninth District remained relatively high at mid-
year, although prices for both cattle and hogs had re-
treated from peaks achieved in the early months of
1970. During 1969 and the first half of 1970, live-
stock prices increased faster and fluctuated more sharp-
ly than in the previous three years.

Hog prices continued their year-long climb
through the first two months of 1970 due to light

hog marketings. This reduction in hogs brought to
market also increased farm inventories. In March,
marketings rose with a consequent drop in both hog
prices and farm-held inventories. By May, hog prices
had returned to mid-1969 levels. The small May to
June rise in hog prices was entirely seasonal.

Hog farrowings in the first half of this year were
substantially above the level of the preceding half year,
and this trend is expected to continue during the re-
mainder of 1970. The price depressing effects of this
larger quantity of hogs was reflected in the more than
seasonal decline of prices in March, April and May of
this year. Hog prices may well decline more than sea-
sonally for the remainder of the year as the greater
quantity of hogs resulting from increased farrowings
are marketed.

Per capita annual consumption of pork over the
decade has fluctuated between 58 and 66 pounds, but
the trend has essentially been flat. From a peak of 66
pounds per person a year in 1968, pork consumption
is estimated to decline to between 63 and 64 pounds
per capita this year.

Cattle prices reached a peak earlier than usual
this year and began to edge downward in May, as the
quantity of beef brought to slaughter rose above 1969
levels. The increase in beef slaughter this year has
mainly been due to heavier slaughter weights rather
than increased numbers. A seasonal price decline in
cattle prices is expected for the remainder of 1970
which will be smaller than last year’s seasonal effect
because of continuing high demand for beef.

Increased demand for beef has been a major fac-
tor in the relatively high level of beef prices. Per capita
consumption of beef has increased steadily in recent
years. The rising consumer preference for beef com-
bined with the population growth rate of the nation
will probably lead to a continued vigorous expansion
in beef demand.



NINTH DISTRICT income and finance

FOOTNOTES
NOTES

1. Excluding Northwestern Wisconsin to domestic commercial city banks
e—Partiallyestimated; all data not available 2. All commercial banks, estimated by

7. Country Banks—All member banks
n.a. — Not available a sample of banks

excluding the selected major city
p—Preliminary; subject to revision 3. Excluding Northwestern Wisconsin banks

and Upper Michigan
r—Revised 8. Average of daily figures of the four or

4. Last Wednesday of the month figures five weeks ending on Wednesday
sa—Seasonally adjusted data

5. City Banks—Selected banks in major which contain at least four days falling
U.S. and District do not have comparable data cities within the month

saar—Seasonally adjusted annual rate 6. Net loans and discounts less loans 9. Index: 1957-59 Base Period



UNITED STATES income and finance

SOURCES

PERSONAL INCOME: U.S. Department of Commerce, Office OT business L~conomiCS

SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS: Federal Home Loan Bank Board

CASH RECEIPTS FROM FARM MARKETINGS: U.S. Department of Agriculture

FINANCIAL DATA OF MEMBER BANKS: Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis and Board of Governors of F. R. System

CONSUMER PRICE INDEX: U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics

PRICES RECEIVED BY FARMERS: U.S. Department of Agriculture and Minnesota Farm Price Report



NINTH DISTRICT production and employment

NOTES FOOTNOTES

e— Partially estimated; all data not available 1. Index: 1957-59 Base Period

n.a. — Data not available 2. A sample of permit issuing centers

p—Preliminary; subject to revision 3. Excluding Northwestern Wisconsin

r— Revised 4. Six standard metropolitan statistical areas

sa—Seasonally adjusted data 5. A sample of centers blown up to represent
* — U.S. and District do not havecomparable data total permits issued

saar —Seasonally adjusted annual rate 6. 226 centers excluding the seven leading centers



UNITED STATES production and employment

SOURCES
INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION: Board of Governors of F.R. System
INDUSTRIAL USE OF ELECTRIC POWER: Federal Reserve Bank EMPLOYMENT, UNEMPLOYMENT, HOURS

of Minneapolis AND WAGES:
PRODUCTION WORKER MANHOURS: Federal Reserve Bank of Employment Security Departments; Mm-

Minneapolis nesota, North Dakota, South Dakota, Mon-
CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTS AWARDED: Board of Governors of tana, Michigan, and U.S. Department of

of F. R. System, F. W. Dodge Cor-
Labor, Bureau of Labor Statisticsporation data RETAIL SALES: U.S. Department of Corn-

NEW HOUSING UNITS AUTHORIZED: Federal Reserve Bank of
Minneapolis and U.S. Department of merce, Bureau of Census
Commerce, Bureau of Census NEW PASSENGER CAR REGISTRATIONS:

BANK DEBITS: Board of Governors of F. R. System Automotive News Magazine



AGRICULTURAL CREDIT CONDITIONS SURVEY
AG BANKS’ LIQUIDITY TIGHTENS MORE Responses indicate that overall current farm earn-

ings are about the same compared with a year ago.
Agricultural banks in the Ninth District again Sixty percent of the respondents on this survey mdi-

appear to be experiencing a tightening of their liquid- cate they expect farm earnings to be “about the same”
ity positions. in the next three months.

change Loan to deposit ratios were higher than on GRAIN INCOME EXP ECTED TO BE LOWER
the previous survey. A shortage of loan funds in corn- Agricultural banks expect farm income in grain
bination with stronger loan demand seem to have areas to be lower than usual, according to their corn-
caused this pressure. Rural banks expect problems in ments. Crops in the Red River Valley were seeded late
meeting loan requests in the next three months. Nine- due to excessive moisture during the planting season.
teen percent of the respondent banks anticipate pro- Some crops were reseeded, and recent hot weather
blems in meeting loan requests this quarter compared dried topsoil. As a result, production will be below
to 18 percent in the April survey. One year ago, only normal in this area. Excessive spring moisture in many
11 percent had expected this problem. other areas delayed seeding but helped crops get off

Banks reporting that they reduced or refused a to a good start. Overall, grain production is expected
loan due to a fund shortage increased from 23 percent to be average.
last quarter to 32 percent this quarter. Only 18 per- Milk and livestock prices are at higher levels than
cent had reported such action one year ago. All of last year. Respondent banks in livestock areas mdi-
these figures represent new peaks, up from the record- cate that they expect farmers to have relatively higher
setting highs of last quarter. A new low of 32 percent income this fall if these prices remain at high levels.
of the respondent banks reported actively seeking new According to responses on this survey, more
farm loans this quarter. farmers are at their debt limit; 26 percent of the rural

A measure of the increases in loan-to-deposit banks categorized the current situation compared with
ratios is found in the way bankers rated their current a year ago as “more at debt limit.” On the April sur-
ratios with respect to “normal bank operations.” A vey, 17 percent indicated that more farmers were at
record high 47 percent of the respondent banks re- their limit than a year earlier, while 16 percent had in-
ported that their loan-to-deposit ratio was “high” with dicated this on the survey one year ago. Rural bank
respect to normal bank operations. The previous peak comments indicate that some farm real estate loans
was 32 percent recorded in the April survey. Also, a are being referred to nonbank credit agencies. Some
new low of 5 percent indicated a low loan-to-deposit short-term loans are being refinanced by long-term
ratio. Last quarter, 15 percent reported a low ratio, lenders.

Current pressure on agricultural banks’ liquidity The current rate of farm debt repayments is
positions is being maintained by demand for short- slower than usual. Respondent banks indicating a
term loans. On this survey, 31 percent of the respon- “slow” rate of repayment rose from 14 percent on
dent banks indicated “greater than usual” demand for the April survey to 16 percent on this survey. One
short-term loans, while 20 percent on the April survey year ago, only 11 percent had indicated a “slow” rate.
and 14 percent one year ago had reported this type of
demand. According to comments, this high demand is
due to some increase in capital purchases by farmers
and lack of advanced acreage diversion payments un-
der the Feed Grain Program. Increased operating costs
and high feeder cattle prices have also contributed to
increased demand for short-term credit, according to
comments of some rural banks.

Despite more pressure on loanable funds, there
is some evidence that the increase in interest rates on
short-term loans is slowing. In this survey, only 39
percent of the banks reported that the movement in
short-term interest rates was “upward.” On the April
survey, 59 percent of the respondent banks indicated
a rise, while 91 percent had expected this trend one
year ago.

SHIFT— AND—SHARE ANALYSIS

A paper entitled “An Inquiry into Shift-and-
Share Analysis with Application to the Ninth Federal
Reserve District,” (approx. 60 pp.) has recently been
printed by the Research Department of this Bank.
Shift-and-Share is a method of rearranging economic
data in order to analyze the causes of economic growth
within a region. This paper explains the method, its
variations, and its limitations. Some data on growth
of various industries in this District are included. It is
available upon request to the Research Department,
Federal Reserve Bank, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55480.
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Preliminary results from the 1970 Census of The 1970 Census of Population also discloses in-
Population, which was taken on April 1, reveal some formation on the rate of urbanization in the district,
very intriguing facts about recent changes and shifts which is the shift in population from rural to urban
in the population of the Ninth Federal Reserve Dis- areas.2 Whereas 47.0 percent of the district’s popula-
trict.l Between 1960 and 1970, population growth tion lived in rural areas in 1950, only 37.0 percent re-
slowed dramatically, increasing only 6.0 percent after side there today. The proportion of the district’s pop-
having advanced 11.5 percent in the previous decade. ulation living in cities with populations between
All four complete district states experienced this 2,500 and 50,000 has remained relatively constant
slowdown, with the smallest relative decline occurring during the last 20 years, but the percent residing in
in Minnesota and the largest in Montana. The dis- standard metropolitan statistical areas has advanced
trict’s 1960-70 growth in population is less than half from 33.0 percent in 1950 to 42.0 percent in 1970.
the national gain of 13.4 percent.

This slowing in district population growth can In the last ten years, 49 percent of the district’s
partially be attributed to a continued out-migration 264 counties lost ten percent or more of their popula-
from all district states. Although the excess of births tion, and 24 percent experienced smaller population
over deaths increased the district’s population by losses. Only 28 percent of the district’s counties gain-
654,500, 331,900 more people moved out of the dis- ed population, with only 14 percent gaining ten per-
trict than moved into it. Therefore, the population cent or more.
actually increased by only 322,600. Although urbanization is occurring in all district

Net out-migration in the district during the last states, the degree of urbanization varies considerably.
ten years was up 20.0 percent over the previous de- In Minnesota, approximately 71 percent of the popu-
cade. This was largely because of the shift of people lation lives in urban areas; in Montana, 54 percent; in
from agricultural to urban areas. South Dakota, 46 percent; and in North Dakota, 43

percent.
This increase in the district’s rate of out-migra-

tion, however, accounts for only one-fourth of the Another evident population shift is the move-
slowing in district population growth in the last de- ment of people from the built-up central cities in me-
cade. The remainder can be traced to a decline in tropolitan areas to their neighboring suburbs and
birth rates throughout the district, a phenomenon countryside. This trend is certainly occurring in the
which was also noted nationwide. While the national Twin Cities’ seven-county area; today, 60 percent of
birth rate averaged 24.8 births per thousand persons the Twin Cities’ population reside in the suburbs,
between 1950 and 1960, following a decade of gener- whereas only 30 percent lived there in 1950. Minnea-
aI decline, it reached 17.7 births per thousand persons polis’ relative share of population during this period
in 1969. The Ninth District’s drop was even sharper. fell from 44 to 23 percent while St. Paul’s dropped
During the 1950’s, the birth rate in all four district from 26 to 17 percent. The population in both cities
states exceeded that for the nation; but in 1969, only declined during the last ten years.
the birth rate of North Dakota surpassed it. Minn-
esota’s 1969 birth rate equaled the nation’s, but both
Montana and South Dakota had birth rates below it.

2For the purpose of this presentation, rural areas include all un-
incorporated areas and cities with less than 2,500 residents outside of
the district’s standard metropolitan statistical areas in 1970.

1When this report was written, census data were only available
for Minnesota, Montana, North Dakota, and South Dakota. Conse-
quently, the upper Peninsula of Michigan and northwestern Wisconsin
are not included in the analysis.

This supplement was prepared by David S. Dahi,
Associate Economist, Research Department.



The above graphs depict the important role that than moved into it. For Montana the net population
out-migration has played in the population changes loss due to out-migration amounted to 70,400 people,
that have taken place in the Ninth District during the and in Minnesota 61,800 more people moved out of
past decade. The highest rates of out-migration have the state than moved into it. While this out-migration
occurred in the Dakotas. Between 1960 and 1970, has been a major factor, the decline in birth rates has
North Dakota lost 102,600 people, while in South also played a significant part in the slowdown in the
Dakota 97,400 more people moved out of the state district’s population growth in the last decade.






